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The objectives of this Research Project are to estimate the market 
potentials of the next three years and, understand the purchasing behaviours 
of the potential buyers of personal computers. We hope to provide important 
information in this area to the local marketeer so that they can better 
compete in this fast growing industry. Effective competition may mean better 
service to the buyers, thereby, promoting the development of the personal 
computer market.
The followings are the findings from our study:-
1 . Market Potential: A potential of 125,000 units of personal computer is
estimated for the next three years in Hong Kang representing approximately 
twelve the estimates conducted by cue study in 1982.
2 . Personal sources of information are more important to satisfy the 
information requirement of the potential customers. Such sources include 
advice from  friends or dealer representatives.
3. Reliability of counters is regarded as the most important criterion to 
evaluate the purchase decision.
productivity t .  cons i d e r  to be more important benefits derived from the
use of computer.
- i -
25. The main reasons for not buying are have'one already and do not need
one. The causes are limited replacement buys for the professional users
and increased number of business users who do not perceive a need to buy
additional units.
6. More than 77% of respondents (personal ccmputer users) report that they
will recanend their brand of personal cnputers to others. Oily 57% will
buy the same brand themselves in future. When the business respondents
who possess high repeated buy potential are separated fran the
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In 19 8 0 s we saw a rapid growth in personal ccaputer
introduction into the -market. The early enterers like Apple, Atari,
Radio Shack and Ccn modore concentrated themselves in this area. In
1981, major computer ccapanies such as IBM, Xerox, NEC and others as
weU as Japanese manufacturers like NBC, Toshiba and Fujisu begin to
recognize that perscacial computers will be one of the fastest growing
area in the information industry.
Take IBM as an example, with the introduction of IBM Personal
Canputer (PC), the PC Junior (or peanuts) and the recently announced
Personal System/2 (PS/2), she puts herself in a position to occupy
approximately 30% of this fast grcwing market f ran a share of zero
in 1981. This incredible record does not come without reasons. The
Big Blue introduced new marketing channels like dealers o, product
centers, aggressive campaign featuring the famous Charles Chaplin
and close coopration with independent software houses, such are all
difficult to be imagined as IBM's marketing practices.
However, it is not hard to find examples of failure. Texas
InstruQnent was proven to be a failure. Another example will be
Apple Lisa and Apple III, much against the general expectation. The
Macintosh is finally announced by the Apple Canpany as an attempt to
revert the failure.
2The above examples highlight the high canpetitiveness of she
perscnal canputer market. The rapid product introduction should be
backed up by custaner oriented marketing strategies in order to be
successful. This reasearch project studies the purchasing behaviour
of personal cxxnputers to enable marketeers to better design
marketing strategies in order to survive in the cc=etitive
market.
DEFINITION OF A PERSONAL C
A perscnal caiputer, as it is defined here, is a
microprocessor with an operating system, more memory, a video
display, a keyborad, a casette/diskette for data storage and a
printer. Typically, such a personal caYtputer sells for HK$ 5, 0 00 to
as much as HK$60,000 depending on capabilities.
PERSONAL Ca%TUTER MARKET IN HONG KONG
Prior to 1981, there are relatively little activities in me
per. 1 ccffputer area. we saw only small marketeers Like Apple,
Ccxm dore and Radio Shack carpeting themselves for simple education
applications, games and limited business applications. Being aware
of the enormous potential, major ocnputer manufactuers start to
launch their new products worldwide including Hceng Kong. A large
n nbP of application programs that are developed all over the world
3are in:nediately available to users in Hong Kong. Sane popular
programs include Lotus Symphony, Multimate and Displaywrite, to name
lust a few.
F urthe ore, the introduction of office automation concepts by
major computer manufacturers enable personal cmiputers to serve as
terninals or windows to the central main f rame of large
ccnpanies. Technology advancement like Local Area Network (or LAN)
Pimp-nt in this area.
Another observation fran the personal canputer market is the
trend towards Chinese language processing. This is important in
traditional Import/port Chinese canpanies as Chinese is the only
nediuTn of cairnunication with their business partner. Similarly,
manufacturers may find labourers resistant to working with
information in English.
These exciting developments over a relatively short tine give
us a fair picture of the importance of studying the market
characteristics of this fast growing market.
PREVIOUS Ss nv THIS AKr4
A lot of studies have been ccnducted relating to persona.
canzputer outside of Hang Kong but relatively few had been done
locally. We would stress the i ortance of a local study because we
believe that the buying motives of Hcng Kcang people will be
4dif f erent f ran other parts of the world. The marketing strategies
should be designed to fit the local envircr meat.
I would, however, like to reference findings done by
Mr. Cheong Kam To and Mr. Yee Po-Kui as a starting point. Part of
our questionnaire is structured identical as theirs to facilitate a
longitudinal analysis between their study in 1982 and mine.
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
As noted above, a most effective way to be canpetitive in the
fast growing personal canputer market is to understand buyer
bahaviours for subsequent develZt of custaner oriented
strategy. It is towards this end that this research project is
aimed at. The areas of interest are as follows:-
i) If onnatica x Survey- the source to wtu.cri our custcmer wi -L.. tux-Ii
to for inf onnation gathering before purchase of product. This
will bear significant indications to the prcmotian and channel
strategies.
ii) Evaluative Criteria- the standards to which customer will
differentiate and choose am-mg various brand names. This wi l l
be related to product, pramoticf, channel and pricing
strategies.
5iii) Product Benefits- the values that target custaner derived fran
the product to justify the purchase. This will provide
inf or_natic to our product and prarotian strategies.
iv) Decision Structure- the decision process of potential custcaer
with which marketeers will deal with. This provides insights
to the area of selling techniques.
v) Market Potential- the size of the personal ccnputer market
place. This will form the basis for setting targets and
priorities.
vi) Brand Switching Behaviour- the degree of loyalty custaner will
place on a specific brand may call for different marketing
approach to new prospects and existing custaners.
This research is aimed to provide accurate marketing
information to local marketeers. Local marketeers can use the
results from these studies to polish their marketing strategies
which in turn can stimulate the expansion of this very significant
market place.
6SUMMARY
In the following chapter captioned as -methodology we would
present how research is done. It shall include definition of taget
population, sampling method, questionnaire design and the method of
data analysis.
In Chapter III, data collected f ram questiire are
S U T M sed. Findings of pre-purchase infornatian source ranking on
evaluative criteria values seek fran product reasons of not
buying their decision structure and brand switching behaviour are
detailed out. Each section will be ccluded with a ccaiparision
between results of previous study and that of current research.
Facts gathered in Chapter III are analysed and interpreted in
a marketing content within Chapter IV- Results of analysis will be
used as the basis of giving recamnendatic as in the last chapter in
teens of marketing strategies, like product, prarotian, pricing,




As defined in Chapter I, we shall be concentrating our
efforts in the local market. Local market means all areas in Hang
Kong including Hong Kong Island, Kowlocm Peninsula, New Territories
and the surrounding Islands. Our theoretical custaners will be all
people within the territories having the potential of buying a
personal ccuter under our definition in Chapter I.
Howeever, for the sake of simplicity so that the project can
be more manageable, we have restricted ourselves into the major
categories of the potential population:- the professionals and the
business camiunities.
Prof essicx als
The professionals under studied are as follows:-
- Accotnants






8There are, of. course, other prof essicnals like general
business executives, who are excluded from the research. We believe
the buying behaviour of the business executives are likely to be
reflected through the result of our study an the business
ccn-munities.
Business Ccii u ities
Here we shall be concentrating ourselves to the small to
medium size cartpanies for which the decision structure is much
si.mplif ied. Larger corporations are likely to have a different
approach to installing personal canputers which is difficult to be
included in this project. For example, personal c arputers in large
corporations are generally treated as part of the total corporate
office autcrnation system. In this kind of environment, perscnal
carputers will be only a small part of the total project. The
evaluative criteria of purchase will be related to the office
autanaticn project feature rather than that of persc al canputers
themselves.
Pupulatian Size
With the above def initicm of our target custaners, the total
population size can be estimated f ran various sources. The result
of such is sunmarized in 'T'able I1 and 12.
9TABLE 11
POPULATION SIZE OF PROFESSIONALS
Main AffiUatimEstimatedCategory
Numbers
HK Society of Accountants8,000Accotmtants
HK Canputer Society1,800Cariputer Perscrnel
HK Institute of Engineers5,500Engineer
Law Society of Hcng Kong1,300Lawyer
HK Medical Association3,500Physician
HK Society for Mathematics and4,000Teacher
Science Educatim
University of Hcng Kong32,800Student Chinese University of Hong Kcng
Hcng Kong Polytechnics
56,900rbtal:
Source: Based on Hong Kong Fact sheet from the Hong Kong Govemment









102,117Wholesale, Retail, Import/Fort Trade
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and 18 ,806
Business Services
168,595Total
Source: Hang Kong Iithly Digest Of Statistics
Hence the various sub-populations from TABLE 1 and 2 add up to a
total of 225, 495 individuals/establishments.
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Data Collection
Among various data collection methods, namely telephone
interview, personal interview and self administered questionnaire
survey, we have chosen the last Tnethcd for the following reasons:
1. Less interview bias.
2. Better chance of thoughtful reply.
3. Time and cost saving- it would be practically impossible
to conduct 350 personal interviews which will take a few
hundred hours. Saving in terms of actual cash spent and
interviewer's time would result in a more productivity
per dollar spent.
Dispatch Nithod Of uestio mat es
Although mailing lists can be gathered fran
societies/associations with which the professionals are attached,
while mailing lists for business sectors can be bought f ran the
direct mailing companies which provide various kinds of mailing
lists at a reasonable cost there are populations which there are
12
no available canplete sampling frames or member lists rendered may
not represent the entire population. Furthermore, the response rate
for the first pilot mail in January was low (less than 10%). The
pilot test was set up to estimate the total number of mails
required. Seventy subsample' were selected f rcm a total of about
2000 business and 300 professional installed users of IBM. Only six
responses were collected. It was decided that the above reasons
would render a randan-sampling methodology rather impractical and
meaningless. As a result, convenience samples were collected with
the questionnaires being dispatched through acquaintance in the
respective professional and business sectors. The questionnaires
were sent out in batches fran January to mid-February and are
usually received about one week afterwards. For the purpose of our
study, we have attempted to pick a sample size of approximately
350. Efforts are attested to minimize dispatch of questionnaire
through acquaintances, like distribution of questionnaires to the
students is perfo=ed in university library.
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Intervie=Rs1ith Dealers And Manufacturers
The interviews were separately conducted in early April (on
April 8 and 9) The interviews were conducted during the weekends in
the interviewees' offices. The purpose of the interviews is to
confirm with the interviewers the findings we have got f ran our
study as weft as obtaining insights fran them on the interpretations
on sane of our findings. They will add catnents on personal
r-rrrnllt-ar acrnui si firm ciPCisions in .re cororations.
The ccsranies interviewed include a dealer and a manufacturer.
The dealer has experience as an agent to various personal ccwputers
like Carnodore and IBM PC. The other is an international
manufacturer which has requested a non-disclosure of her name. Her
personal cartputer is one of the popular brands in Hong Kong.
Pilot Test
Two quesionnaires are designed for the two categories of the
target group. Contents of which are basically the same with only
slight modifications. One copy of each is exhibited in Appendix B.
The questionnaire has been testified before it is distributed for
data collection purpose. The following demerits are detected and
rectified in the final draft of questionnaire.
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1. Sequence of questions is conf using.
2. Wordings used are not precise and well-defined.
m e QWsticmnairQ
The questicmnai re consists of two versic. The version for
the professional connsists of twelve questions and the version for
business entities consists of eleven questions. Both questionnaires
are despatched with a cover letter. There are altogether three
pages for a copy of questicac r aire including the cover letter.
Respondents are given the option or getting a summary o.L
findings if they are willing to provide us their name and address at
the space given at the end of the questionnaire.
the ouestionnaire Desion
The questionnaire is me major tool of data collectien. the
questions are so designed that the required inf ormaticn can be
obtained from the respandents. Furthermore,, to generate a better
response rate, the following tactics are cloyed:
1. Brief instructions are given on questi x)naire to avoid possible
confusion in filling out the questionnaire.
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2. Questions are short, straight forward and easily ui derstarz able.
3. It takes less than five minutes to canplete the questiorma.ire.
4. Prepaid reply envelope is enclosed.
5. Letterhead of three year MBA p rogranme, CUHK is used.
6. Cover letter is also signed by advisor
is Of Data
For purpose of analysis, tabulation and exhibits are used in
this study. AU the data are obtained f ran the answers to the
questions as shown in Appendix B.
The sampled data will be divided into two sub-samples of
professionals and business cc nun. ties. This is because we believe
that there will be difference in the various attributes between the
16
two. Finally question 6 in our questionnaire captures the
inf ormaticn to detexni ne whether the respandents are existing users
of personal canputers. Ccnparison between users and non-users on
various attributes are cmducted. The imp ication of the above
study of their differences is to see whether we need to strategize
differently on different subgroups should there be any significant
difference between them.
The f low of the questicrnaires follows a model of buyer
behaviour adopted f ran the Mult-imedian Model and value chain
analysis. Questicn 1 deals with information search on the purchase
of personal ccaputer. Means will be used to calculate the ranking
of importance of each inf onnaticn source. Besides these, a
ccaparlson of findings between my study and Cheuag and Yee' s study
is included to show the change in information source f ran 1982 to
now.
1. Engel J.F. Kollat D.T. Blackwell, R.D. Consumer Behaviour
Dryden Press, 1973, P.58.
Cheung K.T. Yee P.K. The Market of Personal Camputer in Hong Kong
Hong Kong: The Chinese University of Hong Kong 1982
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The evaluative criteria for buying a perscnal ccmputer and
benefits expected f ran the use of such we dealt with in questic s 2
and 3.. Similar analysis are done as above.
Question 4 infers the market potential of perscnal car!uter in
the next three years.
Understanding the reascns for not buying, marketeers can do a
self -evaluation to see whether they can improve cs to raise the
ceiling of the estimated market potential. This informatics will be
provided by question 5.
Questions 7, 10 and 11 deal with brand switching behaviours
whereas questions 8 and 9 provide the hint to the decision structure
of the potential custaners.
Methodology adopted here can only be regarded as the rmst
appropriate in view of practical l? mi taticta,c and is, of course, far
f ran perfect. For example, sample size is arbitrary. This confines
the generalizing ability of the research finding to a small s i t
of the personal camputer market. Every effort has been given to
improve the design of the questicbznai-re. Questions have been set to
serve the research objective. In future attitudinal study,





Questionnaire Collection And Valid=tinr
A total of 338 completed questionnaires were collected in which 5 of
then are rejected. These were rejected because the respondents said that they
did not have a personal computer in their heme or office (question 6), but
started to fill in the brand names of their personal computers andor response
to the brand switching behaviour questions (questions 7- 11). As a result
333 respondents were included for the purpose of this research project.
Market Potential ,In_The Next ThrJYears
Professional Subsample Versus Business Subsample
Before a closer examination of the user purchase behaviours we believe a
discussion of the marketplace will be beneficial.
Table 1 shows the percentage of respondents who intend to buy a persona,
computer in the next three years in the current study as well as the
percentages from Cheung and Yee's study in 1982.
Cheung, R.T., Yee, P.K. The market of personal oanputgr _ip
Hang. Rcng. Hang Rang: The Chinese University of Hcng Rang, 1982.
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TABLE 1
Percentages Of Respc ndents Intending To Buy A Personal CaxipUter





When caTpared to the previous findings by Cheung and Yee in 1982, we record
significant increase in potential.
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TASLE 2
Percentage Of Users Intending To Buy A New Persma1 Ccniputer
In The Next Three Years
0.9%Prof essicnal Sub-Sample
85.0%Business Sub-Sar1e
The above findings shows little sign of a strong wave of
replacement acticity on the persmal ca puter market. The
significantly high percentage of repeated-buy in the business
susbsanple are for new users within the same instituticm,




To further understand the major growth area within the professional
subsample, we have also summarized the percentages for each professional group
in Table 3.
Percentage Of Respar cents Within The Professional Subsa. le


















Frcm Table 3, we can see that Ccuter Prof essicnal, rngileer,
Accountant and Lawyer shave a big grcwth in market potential follcwed by
the Student group will display a nianinal increase in the buying motive
because of its relatively larger population. We also see that Physician ar,d
Teacher actually dzstrated a decline in buying potential.
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Reasons For Not Buying
Professional Subsample Versus Business Subsample
Table 4 shaves a ocnlpariscn between the two sub-samples in response to
the question on reasons for not buying a personal computer in the next three
years.
FABLE 4
Cc arison Between Prof essicma1 Business Subsarnples
Can Reasms For Not Buying A Persona. Ccoputer In The Next Three Years
wnoie bamp.LeBusinessProfessicna!L
% RankingRanking% Parking
12.3 315.0 310.9 4No Expertise To Use
9.7 410.5 49.5 3Awaiting Irovec
Technology
33.3 245.0 127.5 2Do Not Need Ce
9.1 510.0 58.5 5Too Expensive
35.6 121.0 242.9 1Have Qne Already
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"Have One Already and Do Not Need one, are the two most frequent
reasons given by both subsaa Ales. However in the case of professional
subsample, Have one Already is quoted more than two times as frequent as the
second reason, Do Not Need one. This supports the previous findings that
professional users will hardly buy replaceanent personal computers. Yet the
business users still tend to be receptive to repeated buys. On the other
hand, the major concern causing a no-buy decision for business is Do Not Need
One, which is quoted nearly twice as much as the professional subsample.
Apparently, certain business end users need greater assurance of the advantage
in personal carputer usage bef ore they can adopt. It seep s that cost is not
too much of concern since Too Expensive is the least frequently quoted
reason by the respcndents. ,No Eertise To Use and Awaiting Improved
Technology are the third and fourth most frequent reasons quoted by the
business and professional subsample.
Comparison With Previous Stud
Table 5 shows a big difference between our findings and Chem g Yee's
findings. Possessing One Already has moved up f ran the last position to the
first position in our study. Our second most frequently cited reason of Do
Not Need One has moved down from number one position in Cheung and Yee's
study. Awaiting Improved Technology and Too Fxpensivell drop two position
to the fourth and fifth in our study. No Expertise To Use moved up one
position to number three in current studies.
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Table 5 summarizes the riscan of our current f irxUngs with Cheung
and Yee' s findings in 1982.
TABLE 5
Camparison On Ranking In Frequency Of Being Cited As Reasons




12Do Not Need One
24Awaiting Improved Technology
35Too Expensive
43No EtKpertise To Use
51Possessing One Already
Decision Structure
Because of the ambiguities of the answers to the questire,
interpretation of result fran the two questi.ans are me gless. We have
therefore, decided not to analyse results fram these two questicris.
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Brand Nate Pcssession And Brand Switching Behaviour
Table 6 shows the brand names given by the respa dents to the
questicnna.ires.
TABLE 6
Brand Name Of Perscna1 Ccuter Possessed By The Respondents
WholeBusinessProf essicna1
SampleSubsam leSubsa le














Table 7 shows the brand switching behaviour reported by the
respcr dents. It illustrates a very interesting phenc nencza. 77.9% of all
current users will reccmmend their brands to other people and 57.3% will buy
the same brand themselves in the future. Both professicnnal and business
subsamples exhibit high tendencies to make brand r ticns to others.
on the other hand, there is a lower percentage, especially among













Cneraticp Of Study DimMsic
To examine the users' purchasing behaviour, we would have to generate
dimensions/criteria in each question selected.
As a starting point, reference is made to the questionnaire being in
previous marketing studies in personal computer market. Those dimensions that
are still valid and relevant will be taken out and enter the master list of
I dimensions' for the later selection of dimensions. Periodicals and magazines
with subject matter of personal computers are also used as the source of
generating dimensions/evaluative criteria. In addition to literature
research, op n cap of both user/non-user of Personal ccn'Puters, representing
the consumer's point of view and that of personal computer
manufacturers/dealers, representing the manufacturer's perspective, are sought
to enrich the master list of 'dimensions. The former is done in the fonn of
focus group interview whereas the later took the form of personal interview.
Dimensions generated fran various sources are compared. Those dimensions
having high consensus (quoted by more than two sources) are selected and used
in our stionnaire. The rest of this chapter is a suirnary of haw potential
perscnal conputer custarr view the various di ensic ns/evaluative criteria.
28
Inf or_tic Smirch
Professional Subsample Versus Business Subsample
There are five inf o=ation sources included in the questionnaires,
namely Your Friends, Television, Trade Magazines, Newspaper, and
Dealer Display Center. The overall ranking of the information sources can
be seen f ran Table 8 below.
TABIDE 8








Both subsarnples rank Your Friends as the mast important sources ui
information followed by Dealer Display Center. These two are the only two
Personal sources within the list. The r gs, in order of ranking, are
Trade Magazines, Newspapers and Televisio which are characteristics of
mass media or impersonal sources.
The mean rankings of each inf or naticf source tor born samples are
illustrated in Exhibit 1. Again there is Little variation among the two
















pTn-fcci nnl Cnh C-ir-r
The overall rankings of the five information sources are shewn in
Table 9. These rankings are derived from mean rankings of each attribute
Table 1 of Appendix A.
There are variations among the group, but all possess the ccHrrrcnalities
tht personal sources of information Your Friends and Dealer Display Center
are ranking either 1 or 2. It seems that Your Friends stands out as the
most important source in most cases; even in the cases of Accountant and
Computer Professional who, presumably, are more knowledgeable on the subiect.
fPflQTV
Overall Hanking Cn Importance Of Information Sources
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The mean ranking of Your Friends (see TABLE 1- Appendix A) is close
to those of the Dealer Display Center. Newspaper and Television seen tc
be less important sources of information as there is no rating of 3 or more
for these sources in any case. Trade Magazine seen to be a fair source or
1 O -i_ J—. -i-4 Kt r rtvrt •Vrn.OT'VTfY f C
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Users Versus Ncm-Users
A user here is defined as a Yes response to the question: Do you
have a personal ccoputer? (Question 6). Depending on the response to this
question, the respondents are divided into two sub-groups for each of the
business and professional sub-samples.
Business. Subsample
Look at Exhibit 2, the personal sources of inf ornation (Your Friends
and Dealer Display Centers) are more irortant than other sources.
Professicnal Subsample
The pattern is quite similar with each other, and in line with the
fidings of other sub-samples. However in the case of users, Your friends
is comparatively more important than the case of non-users.
31
EiIBIT 2



























Prcoessopmal Sinsample Versus Business Subsampie
There are altogether 11 criteria listed it the quasticararre so eat
respondents cat rank their isnportance in a 5-poitt scale. Table 10 heicw
narizestheoverallrankingonthecriteriabythetwosub-samples
Overall Ranking Comparison Between Prcfessia




Fa sy To Read User Manuals
Trai nincr Materials




Plenty Of Industry ApplicaticPrograms Available
Good DealerVendor Reputatic




















e seer. ace crcer ci ran-ung seem so agree cetween toe sunsarpL:
witr. tre excecsa.cn cf Good Upgrade Paso ard Capable Cf Caesura easier. To
Cer.sral Computer beirg rased as acre inpcrcar.t by busir.ess subsamplers. Is
is easier to under stand as the business users nowadays typically treat
personal computer also as a workstation of choice in terminal emulations and
file exchange with the central ccmpuser. At the same time, Reliability Cf
Machines, Easy To Read User Manuals Training Materials and Ease Cf
Operations appear to be more important criteria arncng the respondents,
estecdially for the Drofessicmals.
Exhibit 4 shews a comparison in mean ranking between the two
subsamoles. If we take 3 as a cutting point, the first nine criteria are
deemed quite important to the purchase decisicn for professionals which the
first ten are important for the business subsamples.
rnrrnrm
MEAN RANKING CM IMPORTANCE OF EAXUATI7E CRITERIA 3ETVE
PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS SUPZAMpr?
Reliability Of Machines
Easy To Read User Manuals i
Training Materials












Again, similar to the information search process, an analysis is the
difference between users and tenusers are conducted and the results are shev
in EXHIBIT 5 and 6,
ProfessicnaJL Sub sarnie
The order follows essentially as that displayed for the group as a





Plenty Of Industry Package
Chinese Capability
Whereas, less emphasis is placed cm areas like Reliability, Gocd After
Sales Service acd DealerVerdor Reputation by the user group.
Esers Tersus Yer Users
Ccrparisen 3eweer. Professional Users And J Jen Users Of
Per semi Computers In Professional Subsarpie In me Area:
Reliability
Easy To Read Dccumentaticn














Ccnpariscn Between Professional Users And Nca Users of
Pereonal Campuaers in Business Subsample In The Area Of
"Evaluative Criteria"
Reliability
Easy To Read Cccurentaticn















The business subsample displays a different pattern than the
professicnal subsample. More emphasis was placec bv the users in. i
follcwinc areas:-
- Cccmunicaticn Capability
- Plenty Of Industry Package
- Good Upgrade Path
- Reliability
- Good After Sales Service
Less emphasis is placed cn areas like Easy-To-Read Dccumentaticns
Ease Of Operations, Good DealerVendor Reputation, Excellent
Demonstrations and Chinese Capabilities.
Campari sen. With Previous Studv
Table 11 summarizes the comparison of the current findings with those of
the findings from The Market Of Personal Computer In Kczig Kcng.
As can be seen, Reliability remains to be the single most irgcrrart
critericn in both studies. The largest discrepancy between the two studies
seems to be Gccd After Sales Service, Availability Of Application Package
and Capability To Cannunicate With Central Computer.
Cocci After Sales Service os ranking seventh in Cheung arc Yee's studv
whereas it was racked sixth in cur current study. This rav have screthincr ~o
do with the after sales expectation we want tc get cut cf the vender. The
ether major difference is in the Availability Cf Application Package. Trree
vears acor it was ranked fcurth but new it falls tc the either ccsiticn in our
current sti:d i es. Possible exclanaticn may be due to the abundance of oackace
available today versus sire years ago. In other words, application packages
are of less ccncam new than before. Furthermore, Comunications Capability
is ranked sixth position in current study while it was net ranked as an
important factor at all before. This evidences a changing trend of the
application of personal ccrnputer- frcm a standalone personal oarputer to a
self ccrrputing tool which also need to facilitate information search fron the
central oarputer.
Table 7








Availability Of Application Package
Lew Cost
Upcocdahili tv
Good After Sales Services
Vendor Reputation
Ccrrmunication To Central Coiputer
~ -OH£rS3LCri3_ L SllllSTT( -nc no-- CmU t.
There cirs altcgetner six derived tenedits lis tad it the cues ti cmai re
to be answered by respondents. A sinmary of the findings for the two
subsamples is listed in Table 12 belcw:
rn7 nr T? 1
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, r-n among m two sun-samples. Increased
rrportant cer.erit zo be derived fro:
the processional sub-samnle
cn Sem ~ewicpn=nc', nienairreii and Family Fducati.cn witn these
nenefits bear.g placed in the seccnd position. Prestige and Mv
inendsCtner Companies Have Cne are the least important benefits as
perceived by the re spend ants.
EXHIBIT 7 displays a comparison between the two sub-samples in terms c:
mean ranking,
Both samples sncw high degree of similarity cn the importance cf derive
benefits. When taking the ranking of '3' as a cutting point, Prestige and
My FriendsCther Cotpanies Have Cne can be taken as of marginal benefits
cnlv.
Mean Ranking Ccnpariscris Between Professional And












EXHIBIT 8 shows the difierence bew«veen tins 2 grouts for the Drcfessicns
subsample. Users cf personal computers generally placed higher imcortance to




- Mv Friends Other Comard.es Have Cne
Mere significant difference appeared in Prestige and My FriendsOther
Companies Have Cne. The point that users valued such such benefits core than
the ncn-users may account for the fact that such perceived benefits is more
highly prioritized to the earlier adopter of innovation (Everett M. Rogers-
Diffusion Of Innovation). In a business organization a ncn user may even be
surrounded by other personal computer users. Such personal computer
possession can be a status symbol. Such is typical in an electronic
inaidinformaticn centre environment. However, higher importance xs c_u—.ed by
ncn—users in the perception of Entertainment?leasure oenef—
Business S371
us-ers or c-rscnal cuiiguers can center recccru.ze the irccrtance of 3.1
the derived benefits in the business subsample. EXHIBIT 9 shews the
comparison. Greater difference are seen in the area of Prestige and Mv
EraendCther Company Has Cne.
Comnariscn. With Previous Sfcuc
The result from Cheung and Yee's study shews the following order ol






In our study Work Productivity is the most important benefit followed
by Self Development. We can roughly equated Productivity with TimeCost
Saving of Cheung Yee's study. The other benefits like
?leasureEctertainment ard Prestige are in agreement in praoraoy
two studies.
EXHIEIT 3
Mean Ranking Comparison Between Users And Men-Users Of Personal Corne
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ANALYSIS AND I TION OF FINDINGS
Market Poteptial Within The Next Three Years
Question 4 of our questiar afire indirectly asks for the market
potential of personal ca caters in the next three years. Canf idence intervals
for the various sub-samples have been constructed and presented in TABLE 1 in
APPENDIX B. This together with TABLE 1 and 2 of CHAPTER 1 can be used to
estimate the market potential of the next three years.
The estimation on market potential for the next three years is done and
presented in TABLE 2 of APPENDIX B. As can be seen the potential of 125,000
units proms nts an attractive market for the personal caoputer marketeers in
Hong Kong
As a deeper examinat-icn of where the potential custamers beicng to. The
majority of business will came f rcxn the business sector. In the meantime. 85%
of existing business users exhibit a repeated sales potential as seen in TABLE
2 while rofessica replant purchase is rare.
As a further investigation, the results of an IBM Hong Kong market i'
survey is included in EXHIBIT 10:-
PYWTRTT 1
September 1987 HgnoKcnq Personal Canouter Install at inn Profii
Top 20%
Business Accounts
Ri ic t noc
Profess ionalV
Maior Findings
- Total PC installations in Hang Kcng: 90,000 units
- 20% of business accounts accounts for 74% of total installations
- Business sector accounts for 83% of total installations
In addition, the summary of the survey of the buying potentials of t
subgroups in classified in EXHIBIT 11.









Dv»n-f nr r i r n 1 i
- Next three years total: 65,000 units.
- Top 20% accounts still account for 55% of future sales.
- About 75% sales are repeated sales.
- There is an increased percentage of sales to existing non—users.
u 11 nniv aoooimt- for 25% of total business opportunity.
The above two survey findings would hopefully highlight the importance
of repeated sales.
To provide more information on repeated sales the following is an IE
survey on major existincj users
Major clients are asked to look ahead and ccrnpare personal compute
spending for the year end in 1988 with that for the year ending
December 1988. Following is the result compared to the 1983 findings.
TABLE 13
A Crrrmari snrv Of Cim-Anf- Yaar AnH T a cH- Yaat EnAnHinrr Tn -idt CI i n+-
Percentage
Higher Than Last Year
Remain Constant









We can see that the repeated sales business, though is still a
significant business, is shewing few signs of fueling new growth. This may be
attributed to the fact that during the past years, packaged application
software for personal computer was rated better than that available for
mini-computer, helping the personal computers gain in usage for new
application. Recently, there is no dramatic new generic class of applications
(e.g. spread sheet or word processing) that can emerge to promote the need of
existing ncn—users of pc installations.
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Rem sus F0 r Not BuYir Car
Canpared with the previous Cheung- Yee 's study, we can see that there
are relatively more users of personal car uters in the current study. This
indirectly make Having Cie Already a more ccrncn reason for not buying.
This is exactly reflected in our current study. With more people thinking of
buying a personal ccguter within the next three years, those left behind
would really do not perceive thenselves having a genuine need for persa al
ccnnputers. This is also reflected in our current study. Do Not Need Cane is
frequently quoted as a reason. This would imply less chance to further
improve the potential as estimted in the previous session. Such may stem
f ran an uncertainty of the relative advantage from personal muter usage or
unsuitability of the traditicnal app.licatim of the personal computer.
Brand Switching Behavior
The interesting brand switching behaviour is worth talking here. The
77.9% of current users, who will recamnend their existing brand to others, may
give us sane insights into the role of theirs as Opinion Leaders. As
revealed earlier, Your Friend is regarded as the most important source of
inf onnaticon search. It is, therefore, desirable to motivate these current
users to spread the good things about their current ccnputers, or indiretly
seU- the canputers through them.
However, cx.y 57.3% of users would buy the same brand themselves in the
future. This is largely influenced by the professicnals of which canly 50.3%
would buy the same brands. Possible explatjaticu is that the professional
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users are undergoing a disscrance reduction process whereby they have to
justify to others and thenselves that they have made a right decision in
buying the canputers. This may not necessarily imply that they find the
existing canputer desirable. In the area of perscnal canputi_ng, brand
switching is easier because of the canpatibi.lity of software among brands.
C the other hand, the business users exhibit higher brand loyalty
(71.3% will buy the same brand). This may be due to the requirement for
higher prior system compatibility especially in the area of networking and
carrni ication to the central computer. Alternatively, a change to compatible
products is probably motivated by lower cost largely. This is not a major
evaluation criteria which can be revealed later or such cost consciousness
would have been dealt with in the purchase decision of the first personal
computer.
It seers natural that we should do sanething to persuade the existing
users to stay with the existing brands that they have. This will give
marketeers at least two benef its:
i) Existing users credibility as an opinion leader increase
if they upgrade their personal canputer or purchase an
additional c neuter of same brand.
Li) Revenue will be generated f ran upgrading the c cniputers
awned by existing users.
Information Searr
The follcwings axe summaries of the analv.qi:
Professional Subsamole Versus Rn.inA RnhcsTnni
As can be seen f ran EXHIBIT 1, both groups are very similar in the
source of information. In the process of buying a personal computer, both
will tend to refer to personal sources like Your Friends and Dealer Display
Centers as more credible. The impersonal media like Trade Magazines,
Newspaper and Television are less effective although they are able to
reach a large population.
TTorvyc? Ar Mm TTorye?
Business JlrouB
The users and nan users do not differ in opinion with respect to tho
information source as can be seen in EXHIBIT 2.
Pmfes_siCTiaL Grays
Both users and non-users tend to concur except in the area of Your
Friends. The users tend to find Your Friends as a much more important
source of information than the non-users. This seems to contradict with our
common sense in that inexperience people would like to seek for advice frcm
other experienced people more. However, a deeper thought tells us that the
users tend to group together. They will exchange information among each
other. This is being reflected through the results of our survey. However,
both the users and ncn-users regard personal friends as the most important
m-iiTrn s r rrV! 1 Artina nroduct information.
The above statements reinforces the previously mentioned Opinion
Leadership roles that the existing users will play. There is another IBM
study cn the carraunicaticn channel among users and with potential users, as
follows
- Every dissatisfied customer will talk to nine other people
about his feelings an average.
- Every satisfied customer will spread good words to five other
people on the average.
This further reminds the personal computer remarketeer on the importance
of servicing the existing users well.
Evaluative Crijrij
Professional subsample Versus Business Subsample
The order of ranking seen to agree between the two with seme exceptions:
- Good Upgrade Path and Capability Of Ccmmunications To Central
Computer is rated as more important by business subsamples. It is
understandable as with greater number of central computer installed,
business users are choosing personal computer for both personal
computing and terminal emulation. Good Upgrade Path' is needed to
provide additional options as the user grew in his requirements.
Reliability Of Machines, Easy To Read User Manuals Training
Manuals and Ease Of Operations are important criteria to both but
are rated as more important by the professionals.
Users And Nan-Users
Business Group
The users and ncn—users shew difference in opim.cn in the area, of
Plenty Of Industry Application Program Available. The users regards this as
significantly more important than their counterparts. This can be explained
by the facts that users tend to explore into new application packages once
they begin to use personal computers. Looking into new and additional
packages seem to be natural to them.
There is also greater emphasis by users in Canmunications Capability,
Good Upgrade Path, Reliability and Good After Sales Service are tied in
with the multiple functions a typical business user is using, (self
ccnputingterminal emulationsnetworking with other personal computers). Sue!
imply growing technical complexities, sometimes beyond a normal users
capability. A business user nowaday places higher emphasis an communication
capability and upgradeability in a reliable manner. Meanwhile they would
require good after sales support to help make such additional functions
available to him easily. When such criteria are met, the majority repeated
sales can be captured.
Professional Subsample
The trend follows essentially as that displayed for the group as a
whole. However users place more emphasis on the following area.
- Ease Of Operations
- Low Cost
- Plenty Of Industry Package
- Chinese Capability
Such criteria are important to reinforcing the satisfaction of th
professional users and ensuring their word of mouth referencing. Such
criteria important to user may influence or reinforce the priority of a
potential user during his information search for purchase decision.
Cn the other hand, since majority sales frem the professionals are frem
ncn-users, we would take care of their initial priorities.
- Reliability
- Ease Of Operations
- Good After Sales Services
- Ease Of Operations
Benefits
-FrO 1 rx+ri rrrc: ar-o ciTmmri aq rrf hho TOQlll f-Q
Professional Subsample Versus Business Subsample
The two do not differ in opinion except in the area of
EntertainmentPleasure and FamilyStaff Education. In both areas, the
professional subsample claims a higher importance than its counterparts. This
can be explained by the fact that the professional users do use computer for
personal use more.
It would then be easier to sell in the professional market a personal
computer which is packageddesigned oriented to such benefits.
Users And Non-User
Busijagsg. Groups
More significant difference appeared in Prestige and My FriendsOthe
Companies Have One. Earlier adopters probably prioritized such benefits
higher than later adopters. In a business organization, budget approval for,
personal computer acquisition can be resemblance of status symbol. Such is
especially typical in an electronic mailinformation center implementation
where the personal computer installation will be sequenced downwards along th
organization hieriarchy.
ProXe3AicJ_Grpi
Prestige and My Friends Have One are the important areas where
professional users attach greater importance. These are typical
characteristics of early adopters of innovative products. (Everett Peers,
Diffusion, of, Innovation, New York: The Free Press, 1981).
An Overview
Starting with the objective of the research in Chapter One, we have gone
through the technicality of methodology in Chapter Two. Survey Findings, its
analysis and interpretations are listed in their very details in both Chapter
III and IV. These bits and pieces of information, though systematically
organized, cannot by themselves be used as input in formulating marketing
strategies. So, we have validated the information by getting marketeer
opinion, reflecting against the marketing successes of Apple and IBM and
synthesizing the data, implications of the survey fishings are transfoimed





These interviews were separately in early April (on April 8 and 9). The
purpose of the interviews is to confirm with the interviewers the findings we
have got f roan our study as well as obtaining insights from them on the
interpretations on scene of our findings. The interviews were conducted in the
interviewees offices during weekend. During such interviews, the interviewees
added ccnmients on personal ccarputer acquisition decision in large corporations
as well as validated the collected information against the marketing
successes of Apple and IBM.
Two =dividuals from one local company and one internat1onaL ccsipany
were interviewed. The local canpany is a personal canputer dealer for severa]
years. The international company is a well-}moan manufacturer of personal
canputer. We were asked by the interviewee not to disclose their names.
However, both are marketeers of marketable brands in the local and
international marketplace. They have both been quite successful from the past
years' experience.
Market Potential In The Future
Both interviewers are fully confident in the future of the market. New
product, introduction will continue to be one of the prime moving force of the
market. The recent introduction of desktop publishing software and laser
printer technology have given rise to a booming desktop publishing market. In
the meantimef greater number of users are utilizing LAN and higher performance
personal computer in areas previously served by smaller multi-computers. The
marketing of data base management software also resulted in more users
developing their cwn software. All these will greatly enhance the useability
of the personal computers and further increases the market potential.
In the business area, personal computers have played a very important
role in the Office Automation Area. Personal computers will be used for
standalone processing to solve personal matters as well as participating as
terminals for electronic mail and host information sharing. At the same time
more companies are providing customer service information through personal
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computers to their major clients as a ccntpetitive edge offering. Such
applications include electrcnic banking, airline scheduling or shipping
details for banks, shipping cc=anies, airlines and carrier services. In such
envir zts, personal canputers are regarded as part of the corporate
inf oxnaticn system and wild. be placed in a less significant role. Such also
account for a majority of repeated sales business where there is minimal brand
switching consideration.
IBM has captured a lot of sales in this area in which its direct
marketing team gets involved with the custaners business plan, devised
necessary information strategies and reccmmend a hardware and software
j.mplenentaticn. This normally resulted in a smooth sale of the IBM brand with
little cm petitive evaluation on the personal canpxter level. Can other
fronts, IBM attests to capture sales through an open design, hencing
providing the customer a wide array of third party software packages and
hardware add-cns. At the same time, IBM is not aggressively attacking the law,
volume industry specific markets. Instead, it relies on coverage by its
dealer network, usually involving outside software funs. As a result,
despite steady growth in personal canputer business during the past years, the
general opinion is that the number of new accounts captured decreases on a
year-to-near cxnparison.
)a the other hand, Apple cauputers started focussing its marketing
efforts primarily on the education and hone market enviresament with its
flagship product, Apple II family. Apple claims that the Apple lie is the
leading ocatPcater in education today. A recent advertising campaign for the
Iic aims to position it as a must for every hare with school aged
Apple
children with the announcement of Macintosh. Apple is selling large numbers
of Macintosh ccxnptiters directly to U.S. Universities at high discounts.
Significant amount of equipement is donated to schools in Hong Kcng. However
potential sales are expected when children at heme want to use the same
package they use in school.
To a limited scale, Apple market direcrtly to a handful of corporate
accounts. In the meantime, Apple started labelling itself an innovative
company. As a matter of fact, Apple realized great sales growth by its
product leadership in the desktop publishing applications, which is largely
standalone and does not require host connectivity. In later 1987, Apple
introduced HyperCard which opens up the Macintosh software architecture and
expanded the Apple University Consortium, an organization made up of many
leading universities dedicated to exploring innovative uses for the Macintosh,
developing software and acting as an advisory council to Apple. In the
meantime, Apple realized the need of large customer for host connectivity. As
a result, it has announced terminal emulation capability to IBM central
computer. Furthermore, it outlined a plan to link Macintosh to DEC's
mini computer as a result of their joint study which revealed that 36 percent
of the sites with DEC central computers also utilize Macintosh computers.
The intervieweers agreed that the above accounts for the fact that Apple
was selling very well during the early 1980's when the majority of personal
computer sold are on a standalone processing basis. Under such decision
criteria, Apple is a winner based on its ease of use and its investment
marketing in schoolsuniversities to ensure familarity of Apple usage among
the potential customer. However when corporate accounts start to acquire
large volume of personal computers, IBM quickly occupies a 30% market share
fran a share of zero based an the close relationship of its direct account
team with the large corporate clients.
Eoth interviewers felt that although repeated sales still occupy a high
percentage of future sales, this is slowing down as there is already a high
usage of the currently popular applications. A new generic class of
applications would be needed to fuel new pc growth. As a result, Apple and
IBM would be expected in a race of identifying such innovative use and be
there first with an early product solution.
Information Searct
The interviewers agreed that the personal sources are more important
than the impersonal media. However, they tend to have different opinions
with regard to high importance placed on Your Friend. Their experience
with higher priced products is that Dealer Display Centers should be equally
important as Your Friends, if not more. This will be even more obvious in
the business sector. The dealer representative will be more knowledgeable in
this area to better satisfy information need of the prospects.
In the areas of Trade Magazines, Newspapers and Televisions, they
mentioned that even though these have been ranked as less important, such mass
media may play a significant role in the early stage of drawing attention.
These are most effective in delivering a simple message to a very large
audience.
Both IBM and Apple have been engaged in having IV and business
publication advertisement to reach their target markets. While IBM relied on
its direct marketing team or dealer network to act as a major information
source to its custcroer, Apple constantly take advantage of the media to
promote success stories of users of innovative applications, Apple take a
second step in establishing a support program for its user groups. Such is
believed to be important to its target professionals market and innovative
applications promotion. Both professional are found in our study to be high!
dependent on peer information sources. Meanwhile attempting innovative use o
application typically requires encouragement and subjective evaluation from
peer users. As a follow on strategy, Apple computer encourages dealer
penetration in big corporate niche application markets by offering on-site
demonstration units. Such on-site testings provide a feeling of certainty of
the advantage of the innovative use apart from hearing it from others.
Evaluative Criteria
Depending an the customers, there may be different evaluative criteria.
For business prospects, the commonly quoted criteria are Reliability, Lew
Cost and Communication Capability, For individuals, Lew Cost, Industry
Package Availability and Ease Of Use are more carmen. Criteria like
Easy-To-Read ManualsTraining Materials, Good DealerVendor Reputation and
Excellent Demonstration are less motivation forces than the others. Our
guests consider these as qualifying factors. The more important criteria
would be the determining factor. In case of repeated sales prospects, our
guests consider Good After Sales Service is important to ensure no rocking
of the boat because the user will normally continue to purchase as planned
unless major dissatisfaction occurs. Under such unsatisfactory sales service
conditions, the prospects normally consider lew Cost as the important
criteria for brand switching among choices with compatibility with prior
systems.
The general sales experience is that different prospects will have 
different evaluative criteria mix and priorities. So it is important to 
understand the individual customer's evaluative criteria so that sales can be 
successfully closed. There are, however, many cases in which the prospects 
will not know their own evaluative criteria. It is the job of the salesman to 
shape their customers' perceptions so as to make sure it is line with their 
own products.
As mentioned above, Apple was successful in marketing its ease of use 
feature, especially with Macintosh's windows, pull-down menus and mouse user 
interface. Anyone can learn to use the computer easily. As a result, Apple 
occupy a high market share among professionals and the heme market for
students.
Until the recent years, where a lot of personal computer sales are tied 
with the decision on central computer, IBM was able to pick up quickly on the 
personal computer market share. Its open architecture attracts users who want 
to make use of the wide arrays of hardware add-ons and software packages. Its 
recent advertising message shifted fran the "ease of use" Charles Chaplin 
image to a business solution deliverer. Such is IBM's major strategy: 
capture the big ones and be positioned for the small ones. However, Apple was 
smart to respend constantly with innovative use of the computer and make sure 
to hit the market earlier. This is because the earlier users in such niche 
markets will have fewer brands to choose from and evaluative criteria may not
be exercised fully-
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Bendfits
Personal benefits like perscnal education/entertainment are likely to be
quite innportant in the professionals and the smaller business firms. The
interviewees tend to agree that giitrnicks like Prestige are less important
than other benefits. The genuine benefits in terns of work productivity and
development are the more important benefits especially for bigger business
corporations. However, perscnal reasons like prestige do play an important




In the process of information search, impersonal sources are less
important as considered by this group of respondents, Among the personal
sources, Your Friend is ranked more important than Dealer Display
Centers, However, the difference between the two is not too big. Although
we believe Your Friends is a more credible source, dealer representatives
are more knowledgeable on the subject to give the prospect appropriate
information to help solving their problems. We expect such to be particularly
relevant to bigger business corporations with need for more technical
information.
In evaluating the suitability of personal computers our business
respondents place higher importance in areas like reliability, upgrade path,
ccnniunication capability, good after sales service and ease of operations.
These are considered to be important deciding criteria. Other criteria liks
easy to read documentation, industry packages, dealervendor reputation and
demonstrations are all regarded as important qualifying criteria.
The important benefit areas that our respondents claim from the use of
personal computers are: productivity, self development, entertainment and
staff education in respective order of importance. These are considered as
more genuine benefits among the list that is included in the questionnaire.
CHAPTER VI
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Although the more intangible benefits like Prestige and Other
Ccmpanies Have cue are not rated important, it is reason able to believe that
they would play a role in the firaal decisian.
About 60% of the respcndents cla irrned that they will buy a personal
cattputer in the next three years. Considering the size of pcpulaticn, we
estimate that this group will, cmtribute about 101, 000 twits to the total
market potential.
Among those that do not respond positively to the question an purchase
intention, Have One Already and Do Not Need Cne are the more frequently
quoted reasons. These are considered as the more genuine reasons. Looking at
other reasons, which are more or less an excuse, they also appear quite
frequently. We believe that the group quoting No Expertise To Use,
Awaiting In proved Technology and Too Expensive can be developed to berme
potential buyers.
About 75% of respcrdents reported that they already nave perscuaJ
canputers installed, 8 5% of such users will buy a perscnal computer in the
next three years. This indicates the repeated sales potential among the
business subsamples. 70.5% of these cattpanies will recanmend the brand they
to others and 71.3% of them will buy the same brand for th nselves.
are using
We consider such figures support a relatively high brand loyalty overall.
This is understandable as increasing number of personal canputer acquisiticns
is being tied with a corporate information strategy. This means the perscrial
computer evaluaticns becantie a small part of the entire project, phased
installations naturally leads to subsequent instal.iaticns of the same brand as
the prior systems installed.
Prof essianaJL Sub-Sample
Professionals behave in similar way as business companies in various 
aspects. Advise from friends is ranked much more important than dealer 
display when comparing with business communities. We think this may be 
because of the limited scope of applications in the professionals. Their 
friends can well serve their purpose of information need.
Professionals evaluate personal computers in similar way as the business 
counterpart except that communication capability and upgrade path is regarded 
as less important. Reliability is the most important factor. Ease Of 
Operations and Good After Sales Services are important deciding criteria.
Again  easy to read document is quoted and hence regarded as an important
qualifying factor.
Again, professionals share the same feelings as the business subsample 
in the benefit realization area. The more tangible benefits are ranked more 
important than the intangible areas.
About 67% of respondents from the professional subsample claims that 
they will buy a personal computer in the next three years. An estimate of 
about 24,000 units potential can be etimated from this sector within the next 
three years. “Have One Already" is the dominant reason quoted by those not 
intending to buy a personal computer. Only 0.9% of professional users 
subsample will buy a second personal computer in the next three years. This 
, fcv r e p l a c e *  « *  I " * *  frequencies f“
..... factors represent our opportunities to convert 9 ,  professionals to
potential buyers.
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About 30% of professionals respcndents reported that they already have
persc zal ccaputers installed. About 81.5% will reccrr rend their existing
brands to other people, but only 50.3% will buy the saTne brand in the future.
As repeated buy is infrequent, ammg professionals, we are particularly
interested in the opinion leadership that these professional users can play to
influence future personal canputer sales. It is believed that Apple is
particularly interested to benefit from its prof essicmal user base. Programs
like user group will better user satisfaction and hopefully benefit f ran good
word of mouth.
Users d Ncrn-Users
Users and non-users of both professional and business subsamples do not
differ much in their opinion in most areas. The only areas that they do have
a difference in ideas. are listed below:-
- Infornaticn Search: Your Friends is more important to
prof essicnal users. Prof essicnal users
tend to group together.
• Evaluative Criteria: Industry Package Ava i s.aD1- Ly
'ICcrmunicatim Capability
Good Upgrade Path
Good After Sales Service
are important to business users-
Business users nowadays require better
support in making use of additicanal
catmunicaticn/other f uncticna.lity out
of his personal catzputer. Such will
influence repeated sales potential-
69
Evaluative Criteria: Ease Of Use
Low Cost
Plenty Of Industry Package
Chinese Capability
Despite limited repeated sales potential
such user criteria are considered important
as existing user may exercise opinion
leadership in shaping potential
professional buyers' priorities.
• Derived Benefits: Prestige and My Friends Have One
are rated more important for both business
and professional users. This may account
for the reason that they decide to acquire
personal computers earlier. (Typical of
early adoptors of innovative products).
RECOMMENDATIONS
Care should be taken in drawing reco mmendation from the conclusion.
The survey was made through convenience sampling and hence distribution bias 
would be introduced. The dispatch through acquaintance would theoretically 
limits a wide distribution. As a result, it is possible that the respondents 
may share similar opinions, hence introduce bias to the survey conclusions.
Pj:oduct_, Strategies
Reliability should be one of the most important considerations in the 
new product design. Building a product with less components and improved chip 
or circuitory technologies can be the answer. With a reliable product, the 
chance of machine failure would, therefore, be less. This will translate into 
lower maintenance cost, which is part of the operating cost of acquiring a 
personal computer.
Because of the high percentage of repeat sales to business users, 
sophiscated features like communications, local area network, are likely to be 
required. However, both the need of professional and business customers 
. should be considered in the product line design. Individual professionals
with simpler requirements should be given a cheaper product with less features 
being enough to meet their basic requirement. The sophiscated features should 
be built into the higher end of the product line for the business firms.
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Capabilities of upgrading from the lew end to the high end should be included 
because there are chances that the machines may serve different purposes at 
different times according to needs.
As ease of operation is yet another highly ranked evaluative criteria, 
this is a key feature design. Ranking high in this area would increase the 
chance of being selected among competitive products.
Pricing. Strategies
Since low cost is a key concern to most respondents, a highly 
competitive pricing strategy is crucial to customer acceptance. Personal 
computer should be treated as a high volume,low  margin product. However, to 
maintain a reasonable profit, a strategy is to price the entry system low 
enough to attract sufficient interest. After the customer have installed the 
initial system efforts should be placed to upgrade machines for the existing 
users. Higher price can then be charged to cover the profits forgone 
initially. Alternatively, with the large amount of installations, the 
maintenance service revenue would be a handsome recurring inflow. In the 
meantime, it is advisable to provide quantity discount for volume repeated 
' sales to ensure customer commitment of such less costly sales in terms of
marketing expenses.
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Promotion Strategies
Although television, trade magazine and newspaper is a less important 
means of information search, it is, however, the quickest and most effective 
way to make the product known to a large group of potential buyers.
Therefore, it is our recommendation that the initial product launch should be 
done through these mass media. This can be in the form of advertising or 
publicities. The major purpose of the media would be attracting attention and 
interest and inviting the prospect to contact the dealers or vendors for 
further information.
In particular, we also understand that majority of our potential 
customers will refer to their friends for information. Also existing users do 
like to talk about their own machines to others. We recommend the marketeers 
to reinforce the post-purchasing evaluation of existing users through tools 
like user meetings or user groups. Through this kind of activities, existing 
users can share their applications experience of the machine with other users, 
thereby, share innovative use experience of the systems within the group.
Such will build a stronger brand loyalty within the users as well as promoting 
the machine to the target customers through their word of mouth favour. 
Equipping then with new development of the machines enhances their experience 
base resulting in increased credibility in front of their friends. At the 
least, success stories of other users would serve some of the promotions
purposes.
Tto further pronote users1 favorable word of mouth, an incentive scheme 
can be provided to existing user who provides lead for a successful sales. 
Such scheme has been proven to be successful in  commodity sales and i s
hence believed to be aore applicable in  f e t i n g  to the p r o f e s s e s .
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Charnel Strategies
Direct marketing by vendors should be considered in an overall 
application planning and recommendation directed to selected key accounts. 
Otherwise, to maintain a high market coverage, dealer network should be 
established.
Dealer display centers with machines ready to demonstrate the 
applications should be the primary place to sell the products. This is 
especially so for sales to professionals or individuals. It should be treated 
as off-the-shelf items aiming to sell the products to the customers once they 
have tried and liked it. Good arrangement with financing or leasing companies 
should be established to enable installment payments. This will help buyers 
with an easier decision.
A different approach may be applicable to the business communities. 
Although display centers is still one of the primary market places, visiting 
the key decision makers to understand the requirements is very key. Dealers 
should be ready to market use of personal computer in business operations, 
office automations and integration with the firms' data processing systems. 
This may require comparatively more presale work than selling to 
professional. This usually results in substantial sales and repeated sales
potential.
Often, a software solution in a niche application is the determining 
factor of the sales. Manufacturers should cooperate with software firms to 
develop packages for local industry or niche applications. Assistance to such 
software firms can incite technical skills support and sale of development
machines at a high discount.
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Sales Force Strategies
Because of the technical requirement of marketing the products to the
professionals and business firms, the sale nan should be equipped with proper
product knowledge. However to camunicate with the prospect, speaking in
their language is important. The salesperson should be given the right
balance of technical and industry training. For the business prospects,
rather high level of business and technical knowledge is also required to
understand and creatively apply products to meet custaners' business
requirements.
In term of selling skills, personal selling techniques is very
important,, while there is very little strcmg business need for the
prof essicnals to buy a perscmal ccruter, many inf ormaticai benefits for the
business prospects are difficult to be quantified. Understanding the
psychology behind the individuals and using the appropriate selling skills and
individual favours should be the key to closing a sale.
The marketeers need to staff with salespersC who can push the customers
into making decisiai. The prospect often need somebody to push them into
decisicn even they have dcane all informatics search and evaluation. This is a
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Mean Rankincr Cn Evaluative Criteria Amount: Variolic; Profpccinni QnK-TY-™-
Accountant Computer Engineer Lawyer Physician Student Teacher
Good After Sale
Service 4.8 3.8 3.6 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.4
Good DealerVendoi
Reputation 3.9 3.5 4.1 3.3 3.7 3.3 3.2
Easy-To-Read User
Manuals Trait in
Manuals 4.1 3.9 3.7 4.2 4.1 4.7 4.7
Excellent Develocmem 7.3 9.4 7.1 3.9 3.0 4.0 3.6
Good Upgrade Path C
Machine 4.1 4.0 3.6 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.







































Proportion Of Potential Buyers For Various Subsamples





































QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 1- PROFESSIONA
Dear SirMadan
The advent of modern technology has brought about a lot of changes
to our daily lives. An example is the personal computer which
consists of a video display station, a keyboard, a cassettediskette
for data storage and a printer. Typically a personal computer sells
for HK$5,000 to as much as HK$60,000, depending on capabilities.
In an attempt to understanding your attitude as a professional
entrepreneur towards personal computers, we have designed the
following questionnaire for your kind completion, we believe the
questionnaire is straight forward and will take no more than 5
minutes of your time.
We will be prepared to share our findings with you by sending you a
summary of our result if you are interested, (Please refer to the
last question).
Upon completion, please return the questionnaire using the enclosed




Persons 1 Crmnwtr .nnau
For Question 1 to 3, please circle the degree of importance
(1: least important; 5: most important).
1. If you want to obtain information to purchase a personal























2. Hew important are the following features of a personal compute





























































Good after sales service
Good dealervendor reputation
Easy-to-read users manuals and
training manuals
Excellent demonstrations




Plenty of industry applications
programs available












































4. Will you buy a personal computer in the next three year?
Yes
XT-
If yes, go to question 6.
5. Please star, a t-hcx r-catjzrvr m rvf- Kmn n
=a= No expertise to us
Waiting for improve
perf ormanceco st
Do not need one
__ Too expensive
6. Do vour orrrmanv h;=»T7o narcrmal rvwurfar
Y
7 Wh+~ i Q +-ViCk Krnri r amr. t e r-f unn- r- -O-.. -j
8. Who is the most frequent user(s) of the personal computer
your heme?
9. Who decided to buy the personal computer in vour heme
TH+! a•
10. Will you recommend the same brand(s) of personal computer to
vnnr fri anHc?
f rvr
11. If your company will buy another personal computer in the future
Ye









13. Thank you for your valuable response, if you want to receive a






QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 2- BUSINESS
Dear SirMadam
The advent of modern technology has brought about a lot of changes
to our daily lives. An example is the personal computer which
consists of a video display station, a keyboard, a cassettediskette
for data storage and a printer. Typically a personal computer sells
for HK?5,000 to as much as HK$60,000, depending on capabilities.
In an attempt to understanding your attitude as a professional
entrepreneur towards personal computers, we have designed the
following questionnaire for your kind completion, we believe th
questionnaire is straight forward and will take no more than 5
minutes of your time.
We will be prepared to share our findings with you by sending you a
summary of our result if you are interested. (Please refer to the
last question).
Upon completion, please return the questionnaire using the enclosed
prepaid envelope.




L v sm]» Mi,. i« «r 1-_%••
For Question 1 to 3, please circle the degree of Importance
(1: least important: S 2 most important).
1- If you want to obtain information to purchase a per sera























Dealer display centersl 1___
2, How important are the following features of a personal computer

































Good after sales service
Good dealervendor reputation
Easy-to-read users manuals and
training manuals
Excellent demonstrations




Plenty of industry applications
programs available














































a urn —Kir a mronnal rrmnuter in the next three year?
Voc: No
If yes, qo to question 6-
5, Please staf t-hA rpscm -For- no+- hi-nrin
No expertise to us
Waiting for improv
perf ormancecost
Do not need one
Too expensive
Have one a
6. Does your company have a personal computer?
Yes
7. What is the brand name(s) of the personal canputer in yc
ccmoanv?
8, Who is the most frequent user(s) of the personal canputer in
your company?
9. Who HpoirlpH ho bin hbiA rvronl rrmnirt-Ar in vnnr ormrnv
Title:
10, Will you recarmend the same brand(s) of personal computer tcother companies?
11. If your company will buy another personal computer in the future
will your company buy the same brand?
Yes
No
12. Thank you for your valuable response, if you want to receive a
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